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Microbiological Biotests for Sediment Risk Assessment 
- a Question of Reproducibility and Reliability
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Methods

Objective
Investigate the reproducibility of ecotoxicological sediment testing applying two regulatory assays and a bacterial contact test

Conclusion & Outlook:
• AGI and LBT data reflected similarity of sediment cores, taken from the same

location at different times.
• The direct contact test showed higher variability than eluate tests, which may be

due to the complex and inhomogeneous matrix (shown by Pb profiles, Fig. 3).
• Concluding from the level of comparability of data, the tested assays are able to

indicate toxicities in natural sediment samples in a reproducible way.
• Within the Sullied Sediments-project, we will next look at test-immanent

uncertainties and at the way, regulatory frameworks interpret ecotox data.

Background
Sediment and dredged material (DM) managers that rely on ecotoxicological data as one line of evidence

are concerned with reproducibility, precision and accuracy of biotest results.

 If biotest results that could potentially cause high financial investments are considered not plausible and, thus,
are not trusted, ecotoxicity tests may eventually be removed from the decision making process.

This study was initiated in response to observations of decision makers, that ecotox-testing of sediments                       
gave different results when performed in different laboratories. 

Diverging results may be caused by
(1) non-reproducibility of biotests when applied to natural sediments in general.
(2) variations in the standard operating procedures of different laboratories
(3) influence of transport and storage conditions
(4) inhomogeneity of sediment samples
(5) non-suitability of the applied classification framework for sediment/DM assessment.

Of all these potential causes, the first one, a general non-reproducibility of sediment biotesting, is certainly the most destructive one
as it directly questions the applicability of ecotoxicological tests as management tool for natural sediment.

Objective
Investigate the reproducibility of testing natural sediments applying 2 regulatory assays and a bacterial sediment contact test.

Results and Discussion

Sediment sampling Locations Analysis
- Sampling of sediment cores with 

multisampler (Eijkelkamp), ca.   
80 cm length, 3-5 times every 2 
weeks from the same location 

- The core was divided 
horizontally into slices of 1.5 to 3 
cm thickness.

Alte Süderelbe  (spring 2017)
- Old sidearm of the Elbe river, not tidally influenced 
- Samples taken after wading into the shallow water 

(distance from bank: ca 8 m).
Hohendeicher Hafen (autumn 2018)
- Small harbor upstream of Hamburg
- Samples were taken from a wooden swimming 

pier without boat traffic.

X-ray fluorescence (XRF): Vertical element profiles were determined to compare stratification 
of sediment cores.
Biotesting: 
• Algae growth inhibition (AGI) assay with Raphidocelis subcapitata with eluates

(DIN EN ISO 8692)
• Luminescence bacteria test  (LBT) with Allivibrio fischeri with eluates (DIN EN ISO 11348-2) 
• Bacterial sediment contact test (BCT) with Arthrobacter globiformis (ISO 18187:2014, draft)

AGI (Location: Alte Süderelbe, Fig. 1)
 >30 cm depth: strong algae growth inhibition in all 3 cores from the station „Alte Süderelbe“ (orange circle)
 The upper 30 cm showed less inhibition – also in all 3 cores.
 Close to the surface (0-15 cm), AGI varied between „very low inhibition“ (A) and „very strong inhibition“ (B, C).

 All cores, taken 2 weeks apart, showed a similar profile between 80 and
25 cm, regarding the inhibition of algae growth by sediment eluates.

 The strong differences in the upper 25 cm are most probably due to
different sampling conditions: While Core A was taken through a hole in
an otherwise closed ice cover with least disturbance (Photo 2), B and C
were taken while wading into the water, resuspending the soft sediment.

LBT (Location: Hohendeicher Hafen)
 high inhibition in samples below 15 - 30 cm in all cores (orange circle)
 little inhibition in the upper layer (Fig. 2)
BCT (Location: Hohendeicher Hafen): 
 >60 cm: increased toxicity; 60 – 24 cm: toxicity high in cores B - D (circle)
 Upper layer (0 - 25 cm)  less toxic in all cores
 3 of 5 cores showed similar toxicity stratification (Fig. 2).

 Eluate testing (LBT): same trend for all sediment cores
 Bacterial contact test (BCT): more variable results than eluate testing,

probably due to complexity and small scale variation of the matrix
 Surface sediments were reproducibly non toxic in LBT and BCT.
 Deeper sediments reproducibly showed increased toxicity.

Sediment cores from
Hohendeicher Hafen 
were similar in their
stratification but not 
identical, as shown by
Pb-depth profiles (Fig. 3). 

Photo 1: S. Warmuth
with multicorer at 
Hohendeicher Hafen 

Photo 2: Ice covered sampling site at Alte Süderelbe


